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At the hotel entryway, both teams parted ways. Prior to leaving, Vegetation remarked, 

“Lydia, I‟m taking Steven to the hospital first. We‟ll satisfy you tomorrow to speak about the 

cash.” 

She did not offer Lydia a chance to reply prior to she as well as her family up as well as. 

If you aren‟t, we will not go to the hospital. No usage throwing away money there,” Lydia 

asked her child after they strolled some distance away. 

Although Steven had been viciously beaten up, they were all superficial wounds and also 

probably were not that major. It was fine if he did not go see a physician. Rather, something 

else seriously concerned him. 

” Daddy, you would certainly better tell Auntie Lydia to prepare the money tomorrow. Let‟s 

leave as soon as we get it,” Steven stated. 

” Really did not Aunt Lydia currently inform you that it takes some time to take out money? 

She can‟t rush the process in 1 or 2 days,” Ferdinand responded. 

” Daddy, were you the one that got your mind shattered in? Certainly Samuel hired a few 

goons to defeat him up. Steven clarified. 

They would certainly have no more money if the Sues were being hunted for revenge. We‟ll 

make them take out the money tomorrow, just in case anything occurs,” she made a 

decision. “If the fatty really takes vengeance on them, we will not be able to obtain the cash. 

Steven nodded his head. They were only concerned concerning the money. 

” All right. I‟ll call her after we‟ve found an area to remain,” Ferdinand said. 

Samuel and Yvonne rode in the exact same cars and truck. The former really felt that 

something was wrong concerning just how Plants had actually discussed cash before they 

left the resort. 

” What was Vegetation discussing just now?” Samuel asked, suspicious. 

Yvonne‟s temper flared when he elevated the concern. 

She did not understand why her mom would certainly agree to offer them cash, as well as 

not just a small sum, however 2 hundred thousand dollars. Furthermore, there was virtually 

zero chance of them getting the money back once it was „provided‟ to them. 



My uncle desired to obtain two hundred thousand bucks, and also she just agreed to it. 2. 

Yvonne‟s expression showed that she was absolutely irritable. 

Samuel was well-aware of just how proud Lydia was, and also she was additionally ridiculed 

every time she went back to her parent‟s location. 

Since they had two luxury vehicles, Lydia most likely had the impression that it was simple 

for Yvonne to pocket some cash from her firm. That was why she guaranteed to offer them 

two hundred thousand– to boost her credibility. 

” We can only assume of a means to resolve the trouble currently that she‟s already 

promised them. Samuel reasoned. 

” I uncommitted.” Yvonne said madly, “It has nothing to do with me. 

They‟re going to get out of this themselves.” 

Yvonne intended to watch out for her very own conceal for when, yet Lydia would definitely 

not give her the chance to do so. If Lydia might not hand over the two hundred thousand, 

her daughter was her only hope. 

When they got to residence, Lydia promptly dragged Yvonne into her room. Samuel 

included some hot water to his unfinished mug of instant noodles and took it into his room 

to eat. 

” Yvonne, you have to assist me this time. 

I don‟t recognize exactly how I‟ll ever before reveal my face to anybody if we can not lend 

that quantity of cash,” Lydia pleaded with her daughter. 

” Mother, do you truly assume I can secure 2 hundred thousand? 

I do not also have fifty thousand in my financial savings,” Yvonne claimed. 

” You had the ability to take some cash from the firm to purchase the vehicles. What is two 

hundred thousand? Just be more cautious,” Lydia said. 

Godfrey opened his mouth, then secured it closed. His other half did not also appreciate 

Yvonne‟s safety. This would certainly not go down well with Grandma Sue if she learnt. 

” No chance. You think of a method to settle your troubles. 

I can not assist you,” Yvonne broke. 

Lydia‟s features crumpled, then she plopped onto the ground and also sobbed. 

Two hundred thousand is not 2 bucks. Godfrey stated, unable to take it any longer. 

Lydia cast a piercing glare at her husband. 



“Would certainly I have such a horrible reputation among my member of the family if you 

weren‟t such a pointless b * stard? I‟m doing this for the satisfaction of the Sues!” 

” Is satisfaction worth two hundred thousand dollars?” Godfrey answered back. 

” Is it worth it? Godfrey Sue, you have the gall to ask me if it‟s worth it? 

After being wed to you for many years, is there once when I went back without having every 

person laugh behind my back? I want to pay two hundred thousand for my pride!” Lydia 

sniped back. 

Yvonne knew that her mom had actually been mocked aplenty amongst the Johns. 

She was not just a plain gnat in the Sue family, however she was mocked even by her very 

own family members. She was afraid that the connection between her parents would 

certainly sour if Lydia continued to produce a racket like this. 

“Mom, get up initially. Don‟t weep any longer. I‟ll aid you think of a means.” 

Lydia‟s splits quickly stopped when she heard this. “My child is the very best,” she said. 

 


